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Abstract 
In this paper the authors provide a procedure for constructing indecomposable modules for 
restricted enveloping algebras of classical and Cartan type Lie algebras. It is shown that for 
dimensions which are divisible by multiples of a certain prime power order there are infinite 
families of indecomposable modules of that specified dimension. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a finite-dimensional associative algebra over a field k. Given a fixed 
positive integer d 2 0, consider the set Ind(Mod(A, d)) of all classes of indecompos- 
able A-modules of dimension equal to d. For this set Ind(Mod(A, d)) several impor- 
tant questions arise: 
(1) For which d is Ind(Mod(A, d)) non-empty? 
(2) For which d is Ind(Mod(A, d)) infinite? 
(3) For those d as in (2) how can one parametrize lnd(Mod(A, d))? 
In this paper we are interested in studying “restricted” representations of a re- 
stricted Lie algebra g over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. This is 
equivalent to studying the representation theory of the restricted enveloping algebra 
V(g) of g. The representation theory for classical/reductive Lie algebras in modular 
characteristic is considerably more complicated than the representation theory for the 
analogous complex semisimple Lie algebras, since the modules for V(g) need not be 
completely reducible. While the simple modules for these algebras are classified by 
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weights in the “restricted region”, the indecomposable modules for these algebras are 
mostly unknown. In earlier work [22,23] the second author has shown that the 
dimensions of the indecomposable modules are unbounded so that there are infinitely 
many non-isomorphic d-dimensional modules for infinitely many dimensions d. For 
g = 51(2) these questions are completely answered in [9,25]. However, for other 
classical Lie algebras g the blocks of V(g) are generally of wild representation type so 
a suitable answer to question (3) may not be attainable. In these cases one might still 
gain some insight by seeking parameterized families of modules in Ind(Mod(A, d)). 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall results involving 
cohomological support varieties and provide a sufficient geometric criterion to detect 
infinite families of indecomposable modules for a fixed dimension. In Section 3 we 
construct a graded category (AT-modules) for the restricted enveloping algebra 
A = I’(g) which encompasses the well-known G,T-category used in the study of 
reductive groups. It is shown that in order to construct indecomposable modules for 
A it suffices to construct indecomposable modules for AT. In the final section, for 
certain fixed dimensions a procedure is given for constructing algebras of classical Lie 
algebras and Lie algebras of Cartan type. Later, it is shown how the validity of the 
Lusztig conjecture plays a role in such constructions. 
2. Support varieties 
Let g be a restricted Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 
p > 0. The pth power map will be denoted by [p]. Let A4 be a V(g)-module and 
H”(V(g), M) = Ext”,,tl,(k, M) be the nth cohomology group with coefficients in M. 
Furthermore, let the support variety (g Iw be the affine homogeneous variety associated 
with the annihilator of the commutative ring H2’(V(g), k) on V(V(g), A4 @ M*) 
[ 1 l] (* indicates taking the dual module). There exists a map from g* into H2( V( g), k) 
[12] which extends to a ring homomorphism 
@. : S’( g*) + H2*( V( g), k)‘- ‘) (2.1) 
(( - 1) indicates that if a E k then a acts as a”). The map @’ induces a map @: 
(glk -i /Jdim,n 2 g, where the image of ( glM will be denoted by @( lglM). Since @’ is 
a finite map of rings (i.e. H2’(V(g), k) - ( I) is finitely generated over @‘(S’(g*)) it 
follows that dim I g lill = dim @( ( g lM). The dimension of these varieties has a homologi- 
cal interpretation as the complexity of the module (see [2]). Friedlander and Parshall 
[lo] have shown that @J( 1~1~) can be characterized by 
@(lglM) = {x E g: xtpl = 0 and M(,, is not free}u{O}. (2.2) 
Here, MC,.. is the restriction of M to the cyclic subalgebra in V(g) generated by X. 
Observe that @( 1 g IM) is an invariant of the isomorphism class of M. We remark that 
if G is a group of automorphisms of g and M is a V(g)-module with an additional 
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G-structure then the support variety @( ( glM) will be G-stable (see [17, Proposi- 
tion 4.11). The action of G on @(lglu) c g is the action induced from the action of 
G on 3. 
Now let y E Aut(g) and let M be a I/(g)-module. Furthermore, let Mg denote the 
V( g)-model obtained from M by “twisting” by the action of g. More precisely, one has 
a.m = g(a).m for n E g, g E Aut( g), and m E M. The first result of this section indicates 
how the support varieties of M and MY are related. 
Lemma 2.1. Let g he a restricted Lie algebra and M be a V( g)-module with g E Aut( g). 
Then @(lsk) = K1.@(lslM). 
Proof. For each x E g let y = g. x. One can apply the characterization (2.2) given 
above to get 
@( Igl~UcJ) = (x E 9: xtpl = 0 and MT’, is not free) 
= fxEg: .X tpl = 0 and MC,.,, is not free] 
= {Q-l. y E g: (g-l .y)tpl = 0 and MC,,, is not free) 
= s-l.Q(l9lnr). 
Hence, the result holds. q 
The next example illustrates how one can use the variety of nilpotent elements to 
detect isomorphism classes of the translates of a module. 
Example 2.2. Let g = d(2) = (e, h,f) with Lie relations [e, h] = 2e[f, h] = -2f 
and [e,f] = h with p > 2. Let M = Z,(A), I? # p - 1, be a “baby” Verma module [15, 
II 9.11 and J‘(=@(lglk)) be the nullcone of g. In this case @(l&,(j.,) = k.e = Y’. 
Every element of :1,‘ is conjugate via GL(2), hence SL(2), to an element in the line 9. 
Consequently, every line in ~1‘ is the support variety of a twist of Z,(;). 
We can now give sufficient conditions to determine whether the set of translates of 
a module under the action of a subgroup of the automorphism group yields an infinite 
class of non-isomorphic indecomposable modules. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be an indecomposable V(g)-module with d = dim, M. Suppose 
H is a closed irreducible subgroup of Aut(g) f or which H.@(lgl,) $ @(lglu). Then 
Ind( Mod(A, d)) is infinite and { Mh: h E H > provides an injinite class of non-isomorphic 
indecomposable modules. 
Proof. Let HO = {h E H: h. @(I glM)j. Observe that HO is a closed subgroup of H. If 
(11. @(l&M): h E H > is finite then the index [H: HO] is finite which contradicts the 
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irreducibility of N. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, {M’ : h E H} contains infinitely many 
non-isomorphic indecomposable modules of dimension d. q 
3. Graded indecomposable modules 
Let A = V(g) and consider G = Aut(g) as an affine algebraic group scheme over k. 
Moreover, let T be a maximal torus contained in G such that Lie T c g. Let F: G -+ G 
denote the Frobenius morphism and Ti = kerF[, with T z T”’ = T/T,. For any 
affine algebraic group scheme H over k, let Dist(H) be the distribution algebra of H. 
In this situation, there exists a cocommutative Hopf algebra [17, Proposition 2.61 
AT = V(g)T such that 
(1) p:Dist(T)c-tA, and 0: Ac-tA, with A embedding into A, as a normal Hopf 
subalgebra; 
(2) p(Dist(T))na(V(g)) = P(Dist(T,)) = a(V(Lie T)). 
The algebra AT is constructed by taking a quotient of the smash product of Dist( T) 
and V(g) and using the identifications given above. The main advantage in working in 
the category of A,-modules as opposed to working with A-modules is the ability to 
use a partial ordering on the set of weights. We will see how this can be used to prove 
indecomposability of certain modules. First we provide two important examples 
which can be viewed using the category of A,-modules. 
Example 3.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group scheme over k, T be 
a maximal torus of G and Lie G = g. One can define Gi T = F- l(T). By using the 
correspondence between group schemes and Hopf algebras the category of GIT- 
modules is equivalent to the category of I’(g),-modules. There exists a partial 
ordering on the character group X(T). For 2, ~1 E X(T), ,u < /z if and only if E. - ,u is 
a sum of positive roots. 
Example 3.2. Let g be a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type and G = Aut(g). The 
automorphism group scheme G can be expressed as G z G,, D< U where Go is a reduc- 
tive algebraic group scheme and U is a unipotent algebraic group scheme [28]. Let 
T be a maximal torus contained in Go. In [17] the authors constructed the algebra 
V( g)r = D(T) V(g). As in the case of classical Lie algebras, one can also place 
a partial ordering on the set of weights as follows. We may assume without a loss of 
generality (for the results in this paper) that g is of type W, CS, CH or K. In this 
situation Go z GL(n) or SP(2r) x k *. Let T = T’ x T” be a maximal torus in Go, 
where T’ is a maximal torus for [G,, G,] and T” consists of non-zero scalar matrices. 
Let R+ be a set of positive roots with respect to T’ and <a+ denote the order relation 
in X(T’). Moreover, let cz be the order relation in X(T”) z Z. One can by [19, $21 
define a partial order on X(T) as follows. For 2, p E X(T), p < A: if and only if p cz i 
or (I+ = ,u in X(T”) and p cRt A). 
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For any A.-module M let M = @lsXCTj Mn denote the decomposition of M as 
a T-module where MI = {m E M: t.m = J(t)m). The following result allows US to 
consruct an indecomposable module from a non-split extension given suitable condi- 
tions on the weights. 
Proposition 3.3. Let 0 -+ V-%M-%N -+ 0 represent a non-split extension of V( g)T- 
modules. Furthermore, assume that 
(1) N is indecomposable; 
(2) V is generated by a single weight vector (i.e. V = V(g)vn); 
(3) dim V, = 1 and dim N2 = 0. 
Then M is an indecomposable V(g),-module. 
Proof. Suppose that M = MI 0 Mz as V(g),-module. By assumption (3) dim h/r, = 1 
and without a loss of generality we may assume that cri (vi.) E MI. Since V is generated 
by vL it follows that V E oI(V) c MI, thus M/al(V) E MI/o,(V)@ M2 E N. By the 
indecomposability of N we have either MI/a,(V) s 0 or M2 = 0. If MI /ol( V) E 0 
then we have contradicted the fact that the given extension is non-split. Hence. 
Mz = 0 and M is indecomposable. 0 
Our next goal will be to show that indecomposable V(g),-modules remain in- 
decomposable upon restriction to V(g). This will allow us to use the preceding 
proposition to construct indecomposable V(g)-modules in the next section. Several 
facts about the restriction of V(g),-modules need to be proven. 
Proposition 3.4. Let {L(E.): A E A} be the set of non-isomorphic simple A-modules. 
(a) Zf M be an A,-module then SOCA M Z SOCA,.M. 
(b) The set of non-isomorphic simple A,-modules in {L(i,) @ pu: i E A, u E X(T) ), 
Proof. For part (a) first observe that for an AT-module M we have socA., M c socAM. 
By the same methods used in [15, 1.6.151 one can show that 
SOCAM Z @ L(l) @ HOmA(L( M) (3.1) 
AlGA 
as AT-modules. Since HomA( M) is an AT/A z Dist(T(‘))-module it follows that 
Hom,(L(A), M) is semisimple and breaks up into a direct sum of Dist(T(‘))-modules. 
The simple Dist(T”‘)-modules are one-dimensional and of the form pu where 
,LL E X(T). Therefore, the A,-summands in (3.1) are of the form L(i) @ pu where 1 E A 
and p E X(T). These modules are simple as A-modules, hence simple as Ar-modules, 
thus SOCAM E SOCA,.M. 
For the second assertion let S be a simple AT-module. Then by (3.1) and part (a) 
S % socA, S g soc,S E L(i) @ pp (3.2) 
for some p E X(T). 0 
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The previous result showed that any decomposition of a semisimple AT-module 
into simple A-modules is a decomposition into A,-modules. The next theorem shows 
this holds in general for indecomposable modules. 
Proposition 3.5. Let M be an AT-module. Any decomposition of M = Ml @ M2 as an 
A-module is a decomposition of M as an AT-module. 
Proof. The proposition will be proved by induction on the composition length I of M. 
For 1 = 1,2 the result follows immediately from Proposition 3.4(a). Now assume that 
the result holds for all A,-modules of composition length less that 1. Let 
M = Ml @ Mz be a decomposition of M as an A-module. By Proposition 3.4(a) we 
may assume there exists a simple A,-module S such that S G socAM and an 
AT-module homomorphism such that SctsocAM. Then M/S r MI/S 0 M1. By the 
induction hypothesis M2 is stable under the action of Dist(T). With a similar 
argument one can show that Ml is also stable under the action of Dist(T). Hence, 
M = Ml @ M2 is a decomposition of AT-modules. 0 
As an immediate consequence of the preceding result we have: 
Corollary 3.6. Any indecomposable AT-module remains indecomposable upon restric- 
tion to A. 
4. Indecomposable modules over simple Lie algebras 
Throughout this section g will be either a classical Lie algebra or a Lie algebra of 
Cartan type. For the definition and construction of these algebras we refer the reader 
to [l, 26,271. The purpose of this section is to show how to construct infinite families 
of indecomposable V(g)-modules of dimension equal to d where d is a multiple of 
a certain prime power order. For classical Lie algebras the prime power order will 
depend on the number of positive roots of the Lie algebra. We begin by presenting the 
following subtle, but important assumption. 
Assumption 4.1. Let h = a @ a’ be a decomposition of a restricted Lie algebra h, 
where a and a’ are restricted subalgebras of h with the property that [a, a’] E a’. 
Moreover, for a given toral subgroup T with T s Aut(1)) assume that Ta c a and 
Ta’ E a’. 
In [22,23] it was shown that under this assumption if N is a V(a),-module then the 
I/(h),-module. 
(4.1) 
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has a V(a),-direct summand isomorphic to N. There are several examples of sub- 
algebras contained in classical Lie algebras and Lie algebras of Cartan type which 
have decompositions satisfying Assumption 4.1. 
Example 4.2. Let G be a connected reductive/classical algebraic group, T a maxi- 
P’ . The parabolic subalgebras decompose as p’ = I 0 uf where u* are 
nilpotent Lie algebras. Let U’ be the subgroups of G such that ui = Lie U *. In this 
situation pf = I @ u* satisfies Assumption 4.1 with a = 1, a’ = u* and h = p+. 
Example 4.3. For g a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type we have g = ge2 @ g- I 0 
go @ gr @ ... 0 gs (9-2 = 0 for q of types W; S and H). Let I = 90, II+ = @i>ogi, 
u- = oi < 0 gi. Then p * = 10 u * is a decomposition which satisfies Assumption 4.1. 
The first result of this section shows if h satisfies Assumption 4.1 then the coinduc- 
tion functor coindF$i: will preserve non-split exact sequences. 
Theorem 4.4. Let b = a @ a’ he a decomposition of lj satisfying Assumption 4.1. If 
0 + M1-fII,M-%M2 + 0 is a non-split exact sequence of V(a),-modules then 
0 + coindL$\r MI 2 coind;::;: MA coind~~~~: M2 --f 0 is a non-split exact se- 
quence of V(t)),-modules. 
Proof. From the remarks at the beginning of the section the V(a),-moudule N is 
a direct summand of coindVchjT (aJ, N upon restriction to V(a),. This property is natural 
with respect to the coinduction functor so there exists maps i, iI, p, p1 such that 
p1 0 iI = idM, and p 0 i = idM which make the following diagram commute: 
VW V(hh a’ vwr 0- coindv,,,, M, -% coindvc,,, MA coindV(a),M2--+0 
Suppose the exact sequence in the bottom row splits. Then there exists a map 
Y: coindr$ji M + coindV(h’7 (aj, MI with the property that Y 3 0; = idM,. Define 
a V(a),-module homomorphism ‘P by P = p1 0 Y 0 i. From the commutativity of the 
diagram it follows that 
Fog1 =plOYOiOal =ploYoo:oi, =ploiI =idM,. 
Hence, we reach a contradiction because the exact sequence 
split. 0 
in the top row must 
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One can apply the previous result to obtain the following corollary for restricted 
simple Lie algebras. 
Corollary 4.5. Let g be a classical Lie algebra or a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type 
with p+ and I as given in Example 4.2 or Example 4.3. If 0 -+ MI + M -+ M2 + 0 is 
a non-split exact sequence of V&--modules then 0 + coindL$‘,, MI + coindL$,.r M 
V(g)7 
-+ coindVCP+ Mz + 0 is a non-split exact sequence of V(g),-modules. 
Proof. For any V(p’),-module N we have coind~~$,rNj.C,7j7 g coindF!G:“!V by 
the Mackey decomposition theorem [S, 18, Section 1.91. If 
0 + coind L$,, MI -+ coind L$,,. M -+ coind ;I:‘:,, M2 + 0 (4.2) 
split over V(g)T then 
. V(P% 
0 + comdvCIJl M, --P coind;:::” M -+ coind;:;:” M2 + 0 (4.3) 
will split over V(p’),. Since p’ = 10 u* with [1, u’] E uf we reach a contradiction 
by Theorem 4.4. 0 
Since coinduction plays a role in our construction of an indecomposable module we 
will need the following lemma. This result shows how support varieties behave with 
respect o the coinduction functor. 
Lemma 4.6. Let lj be a restricted Lie algebra and a be a restricted subalgebra of 6. Zf 
M = coindLiz;N then @(jbjM) = @(lalM). 
Proof. Let i, : lalk + 1 ljjk be the map induced from the restriction map 
H’(V(Ij), k) -+ H’(V(a), k). By the naturality of @ the following diagram of varieties 
commutes: 
Ial,- IblA4 
I@ I@ 
a -h 
The argument found in [8, Proposition 8.2.41 can be applied to show that 
IljlM = i,( lallll). This proves that @(lhlu) G @(I alu). The reverse inclusion follows 
from [lo, (2.1)]. 0 
We can now prove that modules coinduced from those subalgebras in Example 4.2 
provide candidates for modules with infinitely many translates under an algebraic 
group action. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let g be a classical Lie algebra and let G, B’, b’, P’, p* and U’ be 
given as in Example 4.2. Moreover, assume that p ’ is a proper parabolic subalgebra 
of g. Let N be a V(p’)-module such that @(lb+ nllN) # 0. If M = coindF$, N is 
indecomposable and the V(b+)-structure on M can be lifted to Bf then fMh: h E U -) 
provides an in$nite class of non-isomorphic V(g)-indecomposable modules. 
Proof. Suppose that U- @(lglM) c @( lglM). By Lemma 4.6 we have 
@(ltJliu) = @(IP’IM) c p+. (4.4) 
Therefore, Pi.@(lglM) E p’, and G.@(Igllw) E pt. The module N is a V(l)-direct 
summand of M which implies that 
0 f @(lb+nllN) s @i(lh) c @(lIlie) G @(lglw). (4.5) 
The ability to lift M to a B+-structure insures that @( ( glv) is B+-stable. Let xi. denote 
the root vector corresponding to the highest long root. Since the closure of a non-zero 
nilpotent B+-orbit contains xY (e.g. see [7, Theorem 4.3.33) one can conclude by (4.5) 
that .x, E @(lglM). However, G. @(lg[,) s p+ so x_~ E p+ which is a contradiction, 
because p+ is a proper parabolic subalgebra. Hence, U- . @( ( glM) g @( 1 glM) and the 
result follows from Theorem 2.3. lJ 
We are now in a position to construct indecomposable modules for restricted 
simple Lie algebras. The process begins by using indecomposable modules for 
g = 51(2). For g = 51(2) the algebra A = V(g) has tame representation type and the 
indecomposable modules have been classified. Therefore, the questions of the intro- 
duction have complete answers [9,25]; 
(1) Ind(Mod(A, d)) is non-empty for each d E KJ. 
(2) Ind(Mod(A, d)) is infinite only for those d for which p(d. 
(3) In the case when d = tp, t E N, Ind(Mod(A, d)) has infinite families paramet- 
rized by the projective line p’(k). Moreover, each of these families is contained in 
a single orbit of PSL(2) (see [25, Theorem 3.71). 
Let 1. E X(T) and s* .i be the reflection across the nearest wall to the right (resp. 
left) under the action of the affine Weyl group of sl(2). Furthermore, let So(i) = i., and 
for t E N, let S’(J) = s+.S’-‘(R), and S-‘(n) = SC.S-‘+‘(A). For each A E X(T) let 
2(n) = coindz$ j, and t(,?) = head G, r 2(n) be the simple G1 T-module corresponding 
to i. Set R = Rad V(sl(2)). The non-projective, non-simple indecomposable I/(51(2))- 
modules have radical length two. According to [22, Theorem 2.81 and [4], if to.) is 
not projective as GiT-module then there exists indecomposable G,T-modules 
M,_l,,(I_) and M,,,(L) with the following radical and socle series. 
M,_,,,(A)/M,- ,,,(A)R g L(S-‘(A)) @ t(S-3(j)) 0 ... @ L(S-2s+3())) 
MS- ,,,(A)R E L(i) @ L(S-‘(i)) @ ... @ L(S-2s’2(jb)) 
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M&)/M,,,(i)R z Qs-l(i)) 0 L(r3(/2)) 0 ‘.. 0 m-2s+1(n)) 
M&)R z C(S(3,)) 0 z(s-‘(iL)) 0 .” 0 LI(s-2s+2(l)) 
We should note that the G1 T-structure on MS_ I,S(A) lifts to G and the G,T-structure 
on M,,,(A) lifts to I?+. Recursively, we can express MS_ I,S(;l) as a non-split extension of 
M,_,.,_,(S-2(3,)) by &;I): 
O-+@)+ M,_,,,(A)+ M,-,,,-,(S-2(A))-t0. (4.6) 
One can also express M,,,(1) as a non-split extension of MS_ I,s_ 1(S-2(/i)) by g(i) 
0~2(~“)~M,,,(~)-,M,_,,,_,(S-2(~))~0. (4.7) 
If 2 3 &(modp) where & =0,1,2,...,p-2 thendimkMS-,,,(,I)=(&+ 1)~“~‘and 
dim, M,,,(A) = p’. 
Theorem 4.8. Let g be a resricted simple Lie algebra. 
(a) If g is a classical Lie algebra with g # sl(2) and JR+/ denotes the number of 
positive roots for g then for each d = tp IRtl-l t E N, there are infinitely many non- , 
isomorphic indecomposable modules of dimensions equal to d. 
(b) Zf g is a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type with g # W(1, 1), H(2, 1) or W(2, 1) 
and IR+J denotes the number of positive rootsfor go then for each d = tpdimkg~‘+lRi’-‘, 
t E N, there are infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable modules of dimension 
equal to d. 
(c) If g = H(2, 1) or W(2,l) then for each d = P’+~, t E N there are infinitely many 
non-isomorphic indecomposable modules of dimension equal to d. 
Proof. Let g be a classical Lie algebra, f be a maximal torus of g and I be a Levi 
subalgebra of g obtained by taking one simple root for g. The Levi subalgebra is 
a reductive subalgebra of g and has a decomposition I z t’ @ 51(2) where t’ consists of 
central elements in 1 contained in t (see [22, Theorem 2.131). Moreover, let 
p+ = 10 u+ be the corresponding parabolic subalgebra. Let G be the reductive 
algebraic group such that Lie G = g, T be a maximal torus of G with Lie T = t, and 
B+ be the corresponding Bore1 subgroup with Lie B+ = b+. Let 3, E X(T) with the 
property that the corresponding simple I/(&- module t(J.) is not projective and t’ 
acts trivially on L(1). Now consider the coinduced modules: 
where the action of t’ and u+ are trivial on M,_ 1,,(A) and M,,,(A). 
According to Corollary 4.5, the short exact sequence obtained by coinducing the 
short exact sequence (4.7) 
(4.9) 
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is non-split. If p is a weight of either Jz’Jn) or &_r.,(~) then ,u 5 E,. Moreover, 
dimk&!‘&l)A = dimk JY_~,,(I~)~ = 1. By using the fact that S2(Ib) < ,I and 
Jr, 1(i) TZ coindg$i, i. one can apply induction via Proposition 3.3 to show that 
.,JY_(I~) is an indecomposable V(g),-module for all s. 
The exact sequence obtained by applying the coinduction functor to (4.6) is given by 
(4.10) 
Again by Proposition 3.3 J?~- I,s(i) is an indecomposable V(g),-module for all s. 
Furthermore, we have dim, Jz’~,,(~) = p”.p’R”-t and dim, J?!~_ ,,,(A) = (& + 1)~“~ ‘. 
P’~+‘- ’ for some & = 0,1,2, . . . ,p - 2. 
Assume that g # 51(2). Since M,- I,s(l) is an L-module and M,,,(i) is a BCn L- 
module it follows that the B:T-structures on ~?‘_,,,(1~) and J&&A) lifts to B+. 
Furthermore, @(lh+nllN) # 0 for N = J’z’_~,~(~) or ~&!~,,(n). The first assertion, part 
(a), now follows by Proposition 4.7. 
Let g be a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type with g # W(1, l), H(2,l) or W(2, 1). 
Under these conditions go is a classical/reductive Lie algebra which is not isomorphic 
to either a torus, s/(2) or g/(2). We can now apply the results in part (a) to construct 
indecomposable T/(9,),-modules _&I’_ l,,(I) and J&(n). By Corollary 4.5 the short 
exact sequences obtained by coinducing the short exact sequences (4.9) and (4.10) 
(4.11) 
0 + coindL$jl &“(I_) --f J$‘_ I,s(,I) + _&‘- l.s_ r(S2(~)) + 0 (4.12) 
are both non-split. Here, Z’(A) = coind”(“)’ v(r,ij,- g(E,) and M(n) = coindL$,, LO”). 
A similar argument to the one used in part (a) (i.e. Proposition 3.3) shows tha;xJE.) 
and J?‘_ ,,,(I.) are indecomposable V( g),-modules, hence indecomposable V(g) mod- 
ules, of dimensions ps. pdimkg flRi’-l and (i. + 1)~“~’ .pdimkR +‘Rii-l, respectively, 
where i.,, = 0, 1, . . . , p - 2. 
Let G = Aut(g) = Go~U with U,’ E Go, Pz E Go with Lie U,’ = u$ and 
Lie P$ = p$ (p$ coincides with p* in part (a)). Since ~8~,~(1.) is a coinduced module it 
follows that by Lemma 4.6 
The same argument used to prove Proposition 4.7 can be used to show that Vi. 
@(Id LT~,,w) 5 @O~l.~s,,d. Similarly, uii . @(lsl.rl,,,& % @(lgl.~A.~d. The assertion for 
part (b) now follows by Theorem 2.3. 
For part(c) assume that g = H(2,l) or W(2,l). Then go r 51(2) or g1(2) and one can 
show that x&n) = coindL’(i$ M,,,(A) is indecomposable with ~(lgl.$,~(j,,) C_ 6: @ 
g1 0 ... 0 gs. The geometric argument, as in part (b), can now be applied to show that 
there are infinitely many indecomposable modules of dimension equal to ps+2 for 
SEFV. 0 
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We conjecture for classical (resp. Lie algebras of Cartan type) plR’I-’ (resp. 
P 
dimt!>- +lR'l-1) is th 
e smallest prime power such that for any d equal to a multiple of 
that prime power there are infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable modules 
of dimension equal to d. Some evidence is given for g = s/(3): the preceding theorem 
indicates for d = lp’, 1 E N there are infinitely many indecomposable V(sl(3))-modules 
of dimension d. However, the computations of the dimension of simple modules in 
[13] (for p = 5) indicate that there exists no indecomposable V(g)-module of dimen- 
sion equal to p. 
Another relevent question to ask is whether there are only finitely many indecom- 
posable V(g)-modules of dimension equal to d if p,j’d and g is a classical Lie algebra. 
As mentioned earlier, this statement is valid for g = s1(2). One should also observe 
that @( lglM) equals the nullcone of g for p greater than the Coxeter number and 
p,+‘dim,M. The support variety in this case is invariant under the action of the 
corresponding reductive group G and Theorem 2.3 cannot be used to produce infinite 
families of indecomposable V( g)-modules. 
In order to answer question (1) information about the dimensions of the simple 
V(g)-modules is needed. For classical Lie algebras this information is provided by 
a conjecture of Lusztig. Let g be a classical Lie algebra and p+ = 10 u+ be a proper 
parabolic subalgebra of g obtained by taking a subset of simple roots for g. Set JR+1 
equal to the number of positive roots for g and l&+1 equal to the number of positive 
roots for I. Cline et al. [6] have shown that the validity of the Lusztig conjecture for 
V(l), is equivalent to having Ext bcIjr(L(z), L(v)) # 0 for simple V(I)T-modules L(r) 
and L(v) where z and v are mirror reflections of each other in the adjacent p-alcoves 
given by the action of the affine Weyl group corresponding to 1. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that z < v. 
Let 0 --f L(v) + N + L(r) -+ 0 be a non-split exact sequence of V(l)r- modules. 
From Corollary 4.5 it follows that 
(4.13) 
is a non-split exact sequence of V( g),-modules. Therefore, coindL$: N is an indecom- 
posable V(g)-module by Proposition 3.3. One can now apply Theorem 4.7 to show 
that for d = (dimk L(v) + dimk L(z))plR+‘-lRT’ (a smaller prime power order than in 
Theorem 4.8) there exists infinitely many indecomposable V( g)-modules of dimension 
equal to d. 
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